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TESTIMONIALS
I have had the Torqit Chip, Exhaust and Pedal Torque Module on my 200 series for 6 months and 10,000km’s.
Really makes the car come alive to drive. It has shed its 3 tonne of weight with accessories and is a pleasure to
drive. A 4WD of this size and weight really should not go as good as it does, but I like it ! Well done guys, and
thankyou.
											
Rodney E
I fitted a torqit package to my 70 Series, it made a huge difference to the driveability of the vehicle
– great investment.
											

Craig R - TJM

Good morning torqit,
Thought I would drop you a line with regards to my PX Ford Ranger 3.2 5 cylinder.
I have fitted the power chip a few weeks ago & the difference was instantly obvious, really nice smooth power
with less throttle movement,
I am heading of Saturday morning (15th sep) to Queensland towing the van for 4 weeks, I will have some fuel
consumption figures for you when I get back , no dout the Ranger is going to tow the van easier as the increase
in power is very noticeable.
Keep up the great supply of quality & functional products.
										Stephen – Williamstown
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
torqit performance modules unleash the power, torq and efficiency that are
lost through factory programming of your vehicles on board computer.
torqit performance modules significantly improve the air/fuel ratio causing the
engine to operate more efficiently. In other words, your vehicle uses less fuel
yet creates more power, maximising the energy output from each drop of fuel.
These improvements are especially noticeable when towing heavy loads.
Every torqit Performance Module is specifically programmed for your model,
make and engine type. Installation is seamless and fast as the module is
simply plugged into existing factory componentry.
Bundling the torqit Performance Module with other torqit products such as the
torqit Performance Exhaust and pedal torq is an excellent way to maximise the
power, torque and fuel efficiency improvements the modules provide.
At torqit we know that one size doesn’t fit all, that’s why we take pride in
being the only company in Australia to stock the largest range of performance
modules for diesel vehicles.
We believe that your vehicle should be fitted with a performance module
customised to suit your vehicle make and model. torqit performance modules
suit a wide range of diesel vehicles not only within the automotive industry but
also within the Agriculture, Transport, Commercial and Marine Industries.

KEY FEATURES

••3 year product warranty*
••Peace of mind provided by an optional New Vehicle and Driveline Warranty*
••Improves vehicle power, torque and drivability while towing and touring
••Extensive product range to suit a majority of turbo diesel vehicles
••Maximises power and torque when coupled with other torqit
enhancement products

••Designed and manufactured by the experts in Germany
••Exhaustively tested for Australian conditions
••Provides more torque when towing heavy loads (caravans, horse floats,
boats, trailers)
••Performance Modules are backed and supported by the torqit Technical Team.
* Please contact Torqit Team for further information
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